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Quadstock aims high, scores low College newspapers

losing print readership

Chris Kissel
Staff Writer

Joshua Chin

Special to The Spectator

Seattle University students enjoy the music of local hip-hop artist, Macklemore, at this year's Quadstock.
The event drew a minimal crowd, with just over 500 students in attendance throughout the day.
Rose Egge
Staff Writer
Despite decent weather and di-

verse music acts, this years Quadstock failed to draw more than 500
students, just half of what the event
drew last year.
"There were relatively very few
students that came to the show," said
Brian Bartolini, senior international
studies major. "The school limited the
number of[non-students] that could
be admitted, and I'm wondering
whedier a lot ofstudents were turned
away due to seeming intoxicated as
well."
Things got off to a slow start from

the beginning. Entrance to Quadstock was delayed because a member
of the second band, The Passenger,

the mellow set really brought down
the mood of the festival. Still, the two
student bands drew a crowd of their

got sick.

friends.

Runner up for the Seattle Uni-

versity's Batde of the Bands, Party!
At The Vatican put on a pretty good
show but only drew the attention of
a few

to

dozen students that showed up

Quadstock early.

Unfortunately, Matt Brown, lead
singer of Batde of the Bands winner
The Passenger, lost his voice before the
show, so the band's guitarist Derek
Chan played a few acoustic songs
instead.
While Chan performed well in
obviously limiting circumstances,

.

"I enjoyed both ofthose acts and

tion throughout its 41 years. The
paper has been named the "Best
Ail-Around Non-Daily Student
Newspaper" by the Society ofProfessional Journalists, a designation
that is rarely given to community

Some college students looking
for their school paper in the newsstands are more frequently having
to log on to a computer to get the
college publications.
word on campus.
Hartman says that her papers
With community college newsprofessional atmosphere and dedipapers all over the state ofWashingcation to encouraging student parton continuing to go out of print,
ticipation is what has continued to
often in favor of cheaper online edidrive The Collegians readership.
tions, it's getting harder and harder
"The quality of the paper is realfor students to pick up a paper after ly climbing, and that's what people
class.
notice," said Hartman. "The bits of
Janell Hartman believes that the controversy that we've had have rekey factor in the success ofthe print ally propelled our readership. They
edition of Seattle Central Comgive people the opportunity to see
munity College's newspaper, The how the paper, for good or ill, can
City Collegian, is its accessibility affect those who read it."
to students. According to HartLike most collegiate newspaman, editor-in-chief of the paper,
pers, The City Collegian has also
the Collegian staff accomplishes
designed a website that will allow
this by keeping a firm hand on the the paper to extend its reach while
pulse of the student body, gauging achieving a greater amount of acinterest in current events and atcessibility. Hartman says that altempting to provide a forum for though the online version of the paconstructive ideas.
per will be an integral and efficient
While community college newsway to distributeThe Collegian, it
will not replace the print version
papers continue to vanish from
campuses

across the stare, The

City

of rhe publication any

especially liked that they included

Collegian has maintained a high

time in the foreseeable

of our own SU students," said
Pamela Crowley, sophomore nursing
major.
By the time Macklemore took the
stage a few dozen more students had
arrived. While there was still a smaller
crowd than usual, you couldn't tell
by watching the captivating hip-hop
performer. Students crowded near the
stage and rocked to the
beat of the music, repeating Macklemores lyrics.

amount of readership

future.

some

and recogni-
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New golf club joins league

12

Illegal downloading brings lawsuits
Rose Egge
Staff Writer

sharing networks for years, they
have recently begun focusing on
individuals suspected of copyright

As a college student, you've
probably found that you can't al-

infringement.

ways afford the music you crave.
But you've just got to have the latest track that's been in your head
all day, so why not download it for
free? Who's going to know? It's just
one song, anyway.
Well that one track could cost
you. And if you're caught, it's going
to cost you.
While the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
has been going after online music

The RJAA claims that the illegal
downloading of copyrighted content has cost the recording industry
billions of dollars in lost revenue,
millions of dollars in taxes and
thousands of lost jobs.
They estimate that seven million
households in the United States
have illegally downloaded music,
and students are a big part of the

problem.
According

dent Monitor from spring 2006,
than half of college students
download music and movies illegally. Market research firm NPD
also found that college students
alone accounted for more than 1.3
billion illegal music downloads in
2006.
Statistics like these caused the
RIAA to launch a new campus
anti-piracy initiative on Feb. 28. The
initiative sends out pre-litigation
settlement letters to universities, informing the school ofa forthcoming
more

copyright infringement

survey by the
research
college market
group Stu-

lawsuit against one ofits
students or personnel.
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Brady Kameshige, member of SU Golf Club, which has
been recently approved to participate in tournaments.
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Asking the questions of 9/11
Mike Magidman
Staff Writer
There are those who do not believe that Oswald acted alone. There
are also many reasonable people
who have conceded that it was the
Nazis not communist agitators
who set fire to Germany's Reichstag building in the mid-30s.
Time has a way of altering accepted history. Almost six years
later, what do people believe about
the events of September 11, 2001 ?
Despite the 9/1 1 commission
report and countless efforts by the
Bush administration to insulate
the official story, there is a growing "9/11 truth" movement, and
die ability of reasonable people to
dismiss these activists as conspiracy
theory nut jobs has drastically diminished over the last five and a
half years.
What exactly is this truth movement attempting to say to the public? There are innumerable different
accounts floating around about what
may or may not have happened on
9/11. But, all speculation aside, the
movement at large attempts to drive
one main point home: the official
story is not telling the truth about
what happened.
Proponents of the truth move—

—

ment point to

experiential, physi-

cal and chemical evidence to suggest
that the two planes that struck the
World Trade Towers were not sufficient to bring the steel-framed skyscrapers to the ground. They point
to numerous first hand stories and
evidence to suggest the use ofexplosives inside the buildings assisted in
the demolition of the twin towers.

That's not all, experts like Dr.
David Ray Griffin say.
Remember that 757 that struck
the Pentagon? Scholars and scientists
in support of the truth movement
claim that the supposed hijacker,
Hani Hanjour, could not have successfully piloted the extremely difficult trajectory that was required for
Flight 77 to hit the Pentagon.
They also point out that a terrorist would not have deliberately
chosen to strike the Wing-1, as it
had recently been remodeled, and
there were minimal people in that
area.

For those not familiar with diese
loaded claims, it might seem at first
like the sky is falling. However, this
Chicken Little complex must be
held at bay if this truly frightening
paradox is to be given the proper
critical attention it deserves.
Griffin, professor emeritus of
religion and theology at the Claremont School in California, spoke
at Town Hall on Bth Avenue last
Friday. The talk was sponsored by
Scholars for 9/11 Truth, the selfdescribed "non-partisan association
of faculty, students and scholars in
fields as diverse as history, science,
military affairs, psychology, and
philosophy, dedicated to exposing
falsehoods and to revealing truths
behind 9/11."

Griffin's most recent book,
"Debunking 9/11 Debunking: An
Answer to Popular Mechanics and
Other Defenders of the Official
Conspiracy Theory," continues the
dialogue he began in his three earlier books addressing the events of
9/11. As alluded to in the tide, he
combats die official story, which he

refers

to as

the "official conspiracy

theory," and its defenders.
The hall, which

was at

first

sparsely occupied, quickly filled

to

maximum density as Griffin took
the stage. Gasps, claps, cheers and
laughs all produced at the appropriate times throughout the talk
signified that the audience was receptive to Griffin's account of 9/11
as an inside job perpetrated by the
American government. This accusation doesn't sit well with many
Americans, but Griffin asserts that
9/11 must examined empirically.
The event's host Richard Curtis,
a former adjunct professor of philosophy at Seattle, says he was compelled to pick up Griffin's book.
"Since I knew him to be a very
serious scholar I had to read it," he
said. However, Curtis agrees that
this version of the story is a jagged
pill to swallow. "It really is disturbing, I can only read a chapter at a
time and then I have to put the
book down."
Curtis maintains that the difficulty of this issue is not a sufficient excuse for negligence on the
a

subject.
"9/11 was truly

a

revelatory

event," he said, "and it's a challenge
to all of us."
Griffin's claims and the
claims of others in the 9/11 truth
movement may seem outrageous,

he clearly displayed that diey are not
made without sufficient reason. The
title ofhis talk, "Lets Get Empirical," alludes to his method.
"The evidence that 9/11 was an
inside job is overwhelming, and
those who examine it with an open
mind find it convincing," Griffin

Britten
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Stark

David Ray Griffin, an author who's recent book "Debunking 9/11 Debunking" raises questions about 9/11, speaks at the Town Hall.
said as he began his talk.
He went on to poke such a
wealth ofholes in the official conspiracy theory and the 9/11 Commission Report that he made the
active proponents of that theory
look like first graders giving a book
report on a book they haven't even
read.
"Many journalists have used various means to avoid getting empirical," continued Griffin. "We have to
see which ofthe two theories stands
up best with the relevant facts."

claim, then why do so many more
people subscribe to the "official con-

spiracy theory?"
"Many people haven't questioned
what the government does in their
name before," Curtis argues.
Griffin diagnoses a deadly duo
at work.
"We have no a priori to believe
the Bush Administration was too
sensitive to orchestrate 9/11," he
said. "No matter what lie diey tell,
the press will not point out die contradiction."

The drafters of the 9/11 Commission Report, however, also

Scholars for 9/11 Truth, the
Scientific Panel Investigating Nine

claim that their argument is based
on facts.
Griffinpointed out that "Not everyone who cries 'facts, facts!' really
follows the empirical method," and
his speech made that quite clear.
If the evidence is so overwhelming, as Griffin, Curtis and other
supporters of the truth movement

Eleven (SPINE), Pilots for 9/11
Truth, Curtis, Griffin and others
are making themselves heard, and
as more time passes since that undoubtedly historic day, more people
are receptive to their message.
Mike can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu

Teach for America graduate details hardships of her job
Sean Towey
Staff Writer

many success stories throughout the
nation.
However, there also stories of

Teach For America is a 17-yearold program created to fight the
educational disparity in America's
public school system, mainly in the
poorest urban and rural parts of
the nation. The program received
19,000applicants in 2006, mostly

crushing hardships.
Libbe Jones, from Tacoma,
works in the IT department at the
University of Washington Medi-

college graduates, 2,400 of
which were accepted.
Accepted applicants commit to
recent

a two year agreement.
Their job: to bring their students, almost all ofwhom are several grade levels behind, up to par
with students their own age from
more affluent neighborhoods.
Their training: a five-week
crash course in teaching given the
summer before they enter into
their two year teaching positions.
The idea behind the program
is that the youthful idealism and

positive attitude inherent in fresh
college graduates can inspire
youths to achieve at greater levels
than they could before.
Applicants believe in this message whole-heartedly, and there are

cal Center. She worked in

a 100

African-American middle
school in Chicago's South Side from

percent

June 2002

until

story reveals not

June 2004.

Her

only the desperate

situation apparent in some schools
in poor neighborhoods, but the violent, depressing and difficult situations that some Teach For America
volunteers are put in.
Proof of the hardships in which
Teach For America volunteers face
can be seen in the numbers of volunteers that fail to complete their
two-year commitment. Though
Teach For America does not make
those numbers readily available,
Jones recalls that of the 80 or so
volunteers that started in Chicago
with her, only about 50 remained
through the two years.
As a precursor, Jones swears she
did not have the "typical experience."

"My classroom experience wasn't
good," said Jones.
Her student's behavior was one
of the major problems.
"I was called a white honkey
b— every day for two years," said

came in and pulled the student off
of me."
In that type of environment, violence was often the only way to force

students to behave themselves.
"There were teachers who would
Jones in a story about Teach For literally hit the students if they misAmerica from the May 16 edition behaved," said Jones. "IfI was havofThe Spectator. "I had students ing a real problem with one child,
light the trash can on fire, I had stuI wouldask one of the bigger male
classroom
dents light the
on fire. I teachers to come in. They would fill
seventh
had two
grade girls become a plastic waterbottle about half-way
pregnant. It's like going to a third up with water and launch it at the
student."
world country."
The situation didn't end well.
"The student would threaten to
tell
There were teachers
their parents. Then the teacher
would ask the class, 'Class, did anywho would literally hit
one see me throw a water bottle?'
and the students would all shake
the students.
their heads," Jones said. "But those
were the teachers that those kids
Libbe Jones respected the most, the ones that
Teach For America Graduate hit them. Because thatis what they
were used to in

That was only the beginning.
"One time, a student jumped
onto my neck and started choking
me," she said. "Thank God another
teacher was walking by, because he

their home environ-

ments."
Though Jones felt that the abuse
inherently wrong, and although
she never touched a student,
the approach was more effective
than sending troubled students

the administration, who did
very little to help Jones in her

to

efforts.
Beyond troubled students,
Teach For America students can
also face hostile administrators
and other teachers who feel that
Teach For America volunteers are
not committed to the community and will leave after two years
while all of the problems will still
be around.
For example, Jones would send
problem students to the principal's
office only to have them return to
the classroom in a matter of minutes.

At one point her students devised a plan to get out ofher class.
All of the students went home
and told their parents that Jones
had called them the "N" word.
When a group offurious parents
confronted the principal, Jones
received no support.
''She just asked me, 'Ms. Jones,
true?,'" Jones recalls. "I sat
this
is
there, dumbfounded."

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattfeu.eciu
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Record companies go after students Cultural fashion show

Julie Ignacio

The Spectator

The digital era of MP3 has left vinyl in the dust, and many—including the RlAA—are trying to keep up.

nFrom

that point, the
university has the option of forwarding the
letter to the accused so that they
can respond, within twenty days,
and settle before a formal lawsuit is
filed and becomes public record.
Initially, 400 of these pre-litigation settlement letters were sent to
13 different universities. Ohio University received 50 letters alone.Less
than a month later, on March 21,
405 more pre-litigation settlement
letters were sent to 23 universities.
The third wave of the RIAA's Deterrence Program came on April
11 when 413 letters were sent to
22 universities. Most recently, 402

letters were sent to 13 universities
on May 2.
So far, from die first diree waves,
the RIAA has received settlements
from approximately 500 students.
The association will continue sending about 400 letters per month to
universities

indefinitely.

RIAA President Cary Sherman
explained the RIAA's actions in a
USC online chat room.
"We've found that students
know that downloading from unauthorized [peer to peer] systems
is illegal, but the chance of getting
caught isn't great enough to discourage diem from doing it," Sherman
said. "By increasing the number of
lawsuits, we're letting them know
that the risk of getting caught is

greater."
While the RIAA has been pursuing copyright infringers at universities for years, die association expects
the new initiative to have a greater
impact, reaching more students in
less time.
"In the three years since we
first filed suit against a university
network user, we have sued about
1,000students. Under diis new program, we will initiate legal action
against a similar number of students
in just diree months," RIAA General Counsel Steven Marks said.
For those of you who have
downloaded music illegally you are
probably wondering, Could I be

caught?
The RIAA certainly wants you
think so.
"Our lawsuits three years ago
initially focused on infringers widi
hundreds of files available," Marks
said. "Today we do not have any
minimum amount of files in order
to move forward widi a lawsuit. Any
user on the system uploading and
to

downloading can be the subject of
a lawsuit."
While they will not reveal all
their online investigation techniques, most personal computers
can be scanned through an access
point provided by most file-sharing
programs. Computer users can block
this access, but most don't know it
exists. Furthermore accessing one's
personal computer diis way is not
considered an invasion of privacy.
While pre-litigation settlement
letters have not yet been sent to
universities in Washington state,
Washington residents have been
the pursued by major recording
companies. The Seattle Post Intelligencer recently reported that at least

55 Washington residents have been
sued for downloading copyrighted
songs. Dozens more have paid settlements out of court.
Copyright law allows statutory
damages of $750 to $150,000 per
infringed recording. However, individuals who settle before the RIAA
files a lawsuit tend to pay much less.
While the RIAA stresses that setdements vary based on the number of
illegally downloaded files and how
quickly the accused respond to prelitigation notices, Western Washington residents have paid an average
of $4,924 in settlements to major
record companies.
By offering settlements, many
wonder if the RIAA is unfairly
convincing people who know litde
about legal processes to stay out of

seem to enjoy the exposure, more
established musicians are feeling the
effects of declining record sales.
"For a medium sizedband like us
it hurts a lot," local musician Greg
Strong from the band Amber Pacific
said. "It brings numbers down making it harder to gauge where we are
at in sales. That can effect how much
a band gets paid on tours which can
then cause a band to get in debt
and in some cases forces them to
break up, amongst a million other

things."
Still, others think that the

cording industry could find

re-

more

appropriate ways to deal with illegal
music downloading than by threatening lawsuits.
"The RIAA has been very aggressive in getting young people to
comply with current copyright law,
which is based on obsolete (print
and recording) technology," Chon
said. "It has been less than creative
in thinking about alternative business models for a future that will
maximize consumer choice and
artistic distribution as well as minimize technological lock-outs such as

digital rights management."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com

court.

"If students don't have lawyers,
then they are probably just paying
what the lawyers for RIAA are asking," said Margaret Chon, professor at Seattle University School of
Law.
When asked if the RIAA is trying to avoid costly legal processes,
Marks defended the organization's
actions.
"Setdements are completely voluntary, so a student can turn down
our offer to setde before filing a suit
in order to have his day in court if
he wishes," Marks said.
Many other individuals nationwide have failed to respond to recording companies lawsuits, losing
the suits by default judgment and
paying an average of $6,100.
Major record companies appear
to be united against illegal music
downloading. Artists, on the other
hand, are split on the issue.
While newer, unsigned bands

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-

JackieCanehola

The Spectator

Top: German teacher Cordula Brown escorts students; The three
women are dressed in the colors ofthe German flag. Middle: Corey
Paulino and Moses Choi show the style of the Marianas Islands.
Bottom: Rob Nguon and Krisha Kay represent Cambodia.
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Reed's visit to campus
Many school papers face uphill battle
will
marked by pitiful attendance B"[Some]
will
likely
willingness
papers
that an online
presence will attract
readers, and then they kind ofphase
out the print edition," said Hartman. "They find that [readership]
begins to dwindle, and that has a
lot to do with budget issues."
Tiffany Campbell, adjunct professor of communications at Seattle
University and an online producer
for The Seattle Times, also insists
that there is more to keeping a
paper in print than maintaining
assume

Mike Phillips

Volunteer Writer
Washington State College Civics week kicked off at Seattle University on Monday with a visit by
Washington Secretary ofState Sam
Reed.
Reed was on campus to, as he
put it,

"reach out to students at Se-

attle University and beat the drums
for civic engagement."
Fewer than 100 students and
members of the community attended the event, and numbers
quickly dwindled to a few dozen.
The panel discussion, "The Electoral Process: How it Engages and
Disengages Youth" was framed
against a largely empty Pigott
Auditorium and the sounds of

hundreds ofwillfully dis-engaged
students in the Albers foyer.
Reed delivered a short speech
before the panel took questions,
calling for greater youth involvement and stressing the need for students to reach out to their peers "In
areas of the university with less ofa
tradition of engagement."
Healso touted his own electoral
reforms—including Washington
states online voter registration
system, the first ofits kind in the
country, as well as vote-by-mail
and the creation of a comprehensive online electoral database.

The amount we

spend on campaigns

is really paltry,
Fred Jarrett
Mercer Island (R)

met with the same critique, which
Reed described as "one of those
ideas that sounds wonderful...but
doesn'treally change the process."
O'Brien agreed, noting that
"interest groups aren't going to

stop

spending."

O'Brien, who has served six
terms in the legislature, also derided term limits as "self-defeating."
Speaking from experience, he
told those in attendance that it

takes quite a while to get used to
the system,
"Under term limits, unelected
people [lobbyists and staff], become the real policymakers," he
said. "If you don't like someone,
vote them out ofoffice. There's
your term limit."
Participants roundly criticized
the modern use of the initiative
process, which Young described
as "crippling" to public services,
pointing out that it is frequently
used to discredit government and
push forward unconstitutional
policies. Reed expressed concern
over its use by special interests.
The only real disagreement of
the evening arose from a question
about the recent state Supreme
Court election, where partisan
lobbies poured millions of dollars
into a few judicial races that were
contested along ideological lines.
Reed expressed his hope that
this last election cycle was an
'

anomaly, but jarrettdisagreed, and
argued against this sort ofreflexive
critique.
"The amount we spend on
presidential campaigns is really
paltry," said Jarrett. "It is very
small compared to the amount we
spend on any number ofconsumer
goods that has less effect on people
than the outcome of the election

does."
The secretary followed his speech
by sitting on a discussion panel and
taking questions from students in
the audience. Also on stage were
state representatives and Seattle
University alumni A 1 O'Brien (D
Mountlake Terrace) and Fred
Jarrett (R Mercer Island). They
were joined by Richard Young,
Seattle University assistant professor, lecturer Audrey Hudgins and
Phillip Roman and Lindsey Egan,
presidents of the Seattle University
chapters ofthe Young Republicans
and Young Democrats.
In general, the evening was a
civics primer, as the politicians and
academics stood united in their of
-

-

Reed replied that he found current levels of spending "very offen-

sive" and argued that they "ruin the
process" for all involved.
The panel finished by considering strategies for getting youth
more involved. The word on all
die speakers' tongues was engagement. But while all of the speakers noted the need for more of it,
and the costs of a lack of it, there
were few new ideas, even from the
students on the panel, beyond the
pat truisms about getting students

more involved and making issues
relevant to them.
O'Brien tried especially hard
to drive the point home, telling
analysis the electoral structures of students that without reform "any
Washington State and in dismissing wealth you accumulate is going to
a number of idealistic reforms.
go away quickly and you're going
A student's proposal to make to be sifting at the freeway entrance
the position of Secretary of State with a bunch of other people holda non-partisan elected office met ing signs."
But, as Reed noted, they were
with criticism from Reed, who
claimed it would make him a "popreaching to die choir. By the end
litical eunuch," and a captive of a ofthe evening, die auditorium was
legislature that in his words "plans, largely empty and those who had
stayed needed no reminder. As one
strategizes and plots" along partisan lines.
student noted afterwards, it was
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it," he "ironic but unsurprising" to see an
told the audience.
event meant to deal with underYoung joined in his defense, participation by college students so
describing it as "the sort ofreform dramatically under-attended.
that makes sense in theory but not
Mike can be reached at
in process."
A proposal for public financing mtke.philfips.3@gmail.cofn

a

good product. Campbell

says

that the loss of so many community college newspapers has more
to do with school budgeting and
a shift to online publication than
with a lack of student interest in

journalism.
"I think that it's a mirror of
what's going on in the larger media
world, as print falls off and more
people get their news almost exclusively online," said Campbell. "If
the paper's going out of print because of costs, there's a lot ofthings
that [schools] can do online that
don't have any of the costs associated with printing."
The campus paper shared by
Cascadia Community College and
the University of Washington at
Bothell, called The Commons, has
been in print for 12 years. At the
end ofspring quarter, the paper will
print its final issue.
Unlike several of the other community colleges that have dropped
print editions of their papers, The

■El
Bl

Commons

most

not

be

replaced with an online version.
Kevin Shipe, the editor-in-chief

of that paper, says that The Commons is dying because people, quite
simply, aren't reading it.
"In our campus specifically,
people go to school and they hang
out for awhile, but then they go
home and they don't really browse
through the campus publications,"
said Shipe. "We can really see the
trend in The Seattle Times and
The Seattle P-I readership as it declines."

It's a mirror of what's

going on in the larger
media world.
Tiffany Campbell
Professor

The City Collegian at Seattle
Central, on the other hand, finds
a surging amount of support from
the school it serves, whether from
its advisor or from the campus
population that remains interested
in its stories. Unlike schools that
have dropped the printed edition of
their campus paper, Seattle Central

program or there's less
on the part of the department to
foster what it takes to run a good
student newspaper," said Campbell.
"It takes a lot of time, investment
and mentorship."
Shipe admits that his school
doesn't have the resources to maintain his paper, but insists that the
drop in readership has more to do
with student interest.
"We don't have a journalism
program at UWB or Cascadia,
and so we really just get club
membership," said Shipe. "These
are students who are interested in
allowing the paper as a forum for
open opinion and communication
between students who aren't always

campus."
According to Campbell, the decline in readership for papers like
on

The Commons has less to do with
the fact that students aren't interested as much as it does with the
fact that they might not be receiving the support needed to run a
campus newspaper. It is the kind
of support that the staff members
ofpapers like The City Collegian
see as an important source of their

paper's

success.

"I wouldn't look at [the trend as

hasn't faced serious budget issues.
"If they are closing~the paper

saying] that there's less interest in
journalism," she said. "I think what
is happening is that these schools
aren't taking advantage of what they
could be doing online."

down and there's no alternative
online, then it probably means

Chris can be reached at

that there's less interest in

kisselc@seattleu.edu
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Visiting author discusses the role of upper tier athletes
Mike Baldwin

whether

Staff Writer

or not someone needs to
like a role model simply because
they are seen as one. After all, the
paper from which he read asked, "if
a woman falls in love with me, do I
have to marry her?"
"There is nothing intrinsic to
athletic participation that implies
being better suited for being role
models," read Feezell.
The issue of high-profile moral
fiber is becoming particularly interesting at SU. With the school eyeing a return to Division I Intercollegiate Sports, athletes at SU could
be become considerably more high
profile than they are at the current
D-II level.
"This issue is definitely going to
affect us," said Kaser. "As our D-II
stars go D-I, there is increased pressure [...] on athletes and increased
exposure of them."
Feezell argued that the more
honest and socially responsible option for athletes, other than making a pretense of being moral role
models, is to deflect the perception
to people more suited to give moral
advice.
As the young Masters of Sports
Administration and leadership program doubles its size in the fall, Kaser
says that these kinds of discussions
become increasingly important.
"For students, it's definitely beneficial," said Kaser. "We need to
educate future leaders in sports."

act

As the sports world goes through
ofextremely poor decisionmaking by some of its athletes, a
question has been raised that could
have an impact on the public image
of sports: Should high-profile athletes be considered role models?
On Monday, the College of
Arts and Sciences hosted an event
featuring author Randolph Feezell
of Creighton University to discuss
the issue.
Some would claim that the real
debate is not whether diey should be
considered for the role, but radier if
they deserve it at all. With die recent
arrests and public trials of Adam
"Pac Man" Jones, Tank Johnson
and the entire 2006 draft class of
the Cincinnati Bengals, the image
of sports figures as everyday heroes
has been seriously damaged.
The issue has two distinctively
different sides to it.
First, there is die side diat argues
diat whether or not athletes want to
be role models, tiieir highly visible
place in society thrusts them into
dierole regardless. Then diere is die
side that argues diat playing a sport
does not require someone to live
dieir life according to certain moral
standards.
"Why should we put [athletes]
into that situation?" said Aren A.
Kaser, director of m'arketing and
communications in die College of
a period

Arts and Sciences. "Can you really

Jackie Canchola

The Spectator

Randolph Feezell, visiting author from Creighton University, introduces himself to a packed house.
ask them to be a role model based
on their job?"
Feezell, the author of "Sport,
Play and Ethical Reflection," discussed a paper which examined the
issue from the perspectives of two
athletes, one which argued for the
non-role model side and one for the
pro.
Feezell discussed the definition
of a role model and how sports role
models have become real-life role
models.
"A role model shows us how to
live in different situations," read

Get organized with

Feezell. "With sports, 'Be Like
Mike transcends basketball and
enters other areas of life."
Feezell discussed the visibility
that athletes have in today's society,
making the point that even nonprofessional athletes can have a significant impact on people's lives.
Those in the crowd seemed to
agree.
"Sports are a big part of contemporary society," said Dan Dombrowski, professor of philosophy.
"But we don't spend enough time
reflecting on their impact."

MySU*
I

,

,

That impact has increased in reIn his book, Feezell comthe
cultural
pares
impact of ESPN
to that of MTV That analogy seems
to be accurate, considering the outcry by the media and response to
certain mishaps and the NFL's new
commissioner Roger Goodell's
handing out of punishments. "Pac
Man" Jones was suspended for the
season after a series of events which
culminated in his throwing ofa bag
containing $81,000 into a strip club
diat sparked a triple-shooting.
Feezell discussed the issue of
cent years.

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Summer Painting:
Summer Painting Jobs. $9-10/hour bonuses! NO EXP. NEC.
Work outside full time. Summer positions available. Call 1-800327-2468. www.collegepro.com.
+

H|

Seattle City Valet:
Seattle's premier valet parking company is looking for applicants.
Part time evening shifts for downtown Seattle's fine dining

restaurants. Call (206)935-9797.
■

What's Happening
This Week in ASSU?
Old School/ New Skool Get

Together
May 31st

#

FuH time, great benefits, at Park Shore, a high quality
retirement community in Madison Park. Send resume to
cvonsydow@parkshore.org or fax 206-329-0227.

6:00-8:00 pm
Leßoux Rut

Recreation Boating Programs:
$13.78 to $22.14/hour plus excellent benefits. Seattle Parks &
Recreation needs a Recreation Leader to conduct boating and
water safety programs at the Mount Baker Rowing & Sailing
Center on Lake Washington. Register participants, collect fees,
and maintain records. Plan boating outreach programs for youth.
Requires the equivalent of one year of experience in recreation
programs and an AA degree in Recreation or a related field. For
more information and an Online Application Form, visit www.
seattle.gov/jobs by 6/3/07. The City is an Equal Opportunity
Employer that values diversity in the workforce.
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davisa@seettfou.edu

Senior v. Faculty/Staff
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Logan Field
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� o,d School/New Skool Get

Senior Cruise

May 31st, boarding @ 9 pm
departure

return

HELP WANTED Small West Seattle boutique is looking
for part time help. Responsibilities include retail sales, light
bookkeeping, and jewelry making. Retail experience and
accounting education strongly preferred. Email resume to
smersh@ClickDesignThatFits.com

@

@
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pm

Together

midnight
�

campus)
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Faclty/Staff

� Senior Cruise

Sophomores!

Seattle University

Don't forget to Purchase
your class T-Shirt.

ASSU

Nicole Grabler
Director ofPublic Relations

.
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Phone: 206.296.6050
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Softball Game

Contact: plummcrimkscaulcu.txlu
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Cash for Books!
Get more cash NOW: Demand is high for Fall term books.
Don't wait, your books will loose value after June. Save up to
62% when buying and selling Used Books.
FREE GIFTPACK WHEN SELLING BOOKS!
(limited supply)

Bookstore
University Services Building

th

12

&

Marion

206-296-5821

ww.SeattleUbookstore.com
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NINE CHERRY SQUARE

Welcome to Mine Cherry Square, a dynamic downtown city view
condominium of 41 unique floor plans designed wtti quality and d^aH
where the comforts of modern living meet the CHy of Seattte!
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War
Seattle U ROTC cadets ready to serve ana protect
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
Seattle is a notoriously liberal
city. From Patty Murray to Broadway, the city does not exactly exude the characteristics of conservatism.

Continuing with the theme of
the city is Seattle University. If one
were to place SU next to a facility
like West Point, the famed military
academy, it would seem obvious

that the ideals of one would not
confines of the

survive within the

But with the Reserve Officer
Corps (ROTC) program,
bit of that West Point phiy is mixed with SU campus

Vig

ROTC, which trains students
become officers in the military
while earning college degrees,
boasts approximately 70 members at SU. While other, larger
universities, such as the University of Washington have
multiple ROTC programs, SU
only hosts an Army branch of
ROTC, due to relative campus
size and student population.
Major Andrew Franz, executive officer of ROTC, says
that liberal institutions like SU
that host ROTC programs are
essential to maintaining diversity in the military.
"[The Army] should be a reflection of the citizens mat we
defend, that's a major benefit
of the ROTC program," said
Franz. "SU plays a big part in
helping to ensure that."
to

learni g

Students who partake in the
ROTC program at SU also fit a
diverse mold. All different kinds of
majors are represented in the program, with no single one taking a
dominant role.
Both the city and campus seem
to be drawing cards for ROTC
students. Although the ROTC
program is nationally acclaimed,
students are drawn to, not only
the program, but the environment
in which it is in.
Stacey Stephens, freshman
criminal justice major, said diat she
was already planning on joining on
ROTC, but hadn't decided where.
"Once I visited the campus, I
was sold," said Stephens.
While the more liberal setting
may have an underlying affect on
the cadets, the liberal philosophy
is not rubbing off on them when
it comes to the wars in the Middle
East.
While many in Seattle speak
freely and openly about their distaste for the war and the man behind it, members of ROTC take a
more diplomatic approach.
"As an officer in training, my

Britten Stark

The Spectator

ROTC students are up at 5 a.m. every morning to train. They focus
on fitness, team leadership skills and group exercises.

feelings really do not matter on the
current Middle East situation," said
David Stone, junior criminal justice
in forensic science major. "What
does matter to me is becoming the

Britten

about as loved as a cold sore on
prom night, one might think
that the ROTC program would
be less-than-loved. But Franz and
the cadets say it is just the op-

The Spectator

Stark

Heidi Nichols, junior nursing major, works on her sit ups during an early
morning ROTC practice. ROTC helps students afford college prices
best leader possible."
That theme ofleadership is what
ROTC is all about. Students partake in 6 a.m. workouts three days
a week. The workouts are entirely
student led.
"The workouts serve two purposes," said Franz. "One, they keep
students physically fit and two, it
teaches practical leadership."
Balancing both the normal college life with the demands ofROTC
seems quite tiring. But cadets have
found ways around the problem.
"I usually work my schedule out
so that I can take a nap," said Stephens.
Stone says that the extra work is
essential to military training. While
he admits it is tough, he concedes
that, "the experience will only help
me with my military service and my
life."
In an area where the man making the final military decisions is

posite.

"Everyone has been really supportive of the program," said Stephens.
Franz added that the SU community has always had a good relationship with the ROTC program.
After students graduate, they
immediately become officers in
the military and have an option
of four year active duty or eight
years in the reserves. Franz, once
again, reiterated the importance
of having ROTC at diverse institutions when it comes to promoting diversity within the military.
"We want to be made up ofall
citizens," said Franz. "If the army
wanted one, conservative perspective, everyone would come from
West Point."

Michael can be reached at
baldl 799@seattleu.edu

Learning to cope with loved ones overseas
Jan. 2005.

Rose Egge

Iraq from Oct. 2004 to

Staff Writer

After just four months, he was critically wounded. A roadside bomb
had hit the humvee Virgil was in

No matter what you think of
the politics around it, having a
loved one serve in Iraq is a struggle. Especially for those earning a
college degree at the same time.
Susan Hawkins, director of the
Counseling and Psychological Services, (CAPS) says that these students are likely to feel stressed and
anxious. Ongoing anxiety can also
make students more emotional.
"My wife is a captain, serving
a
as registered nurse in Iraq," said
Meri Rinehart, senior criminal justice major. "It's been one of the
hardest things I've ever had to go
through. Not being able to see or
hear from her is hard enough, but
the concern for her well-being is
worse."
Lindsey March, senior criminal
justice major, has been through
that kind of ordeal before. Her
husband, Virgil, was serving in

and he was hit with shrapnel on
his left side.
Since then he has had two tracheotomies and is almost fully
recovered.
"He's recovered as best he can.
He can't yell, and he'll probably
end up with arthritis at a very
young age, but he can still do his
job and still loves his job. He's a
fighter," said March.
March's husband will be returning to Iraq this fall for 15
months.
"It's difficult having to say
goodbye to him again and worrying if he's going to come back
the same way. Is he going to come
back okay this time? Is he going
to serve the full 15 months?" said
March.
When loved ones are gone,
Hawkins explains that the images

television and messages coming from the media can heighten
concern in students.
"While access to information is
important, too much exposure to
the war via TV and other media
can increase one's worry and fear.
Some people do better when they
limit their media exposure," said
Hawkins.
Because their situation can easily go unknown, students who have
family members or spouses in Iraq
cannot always find support.
"We don't know who is going
through something like this unless
we say something," said March.
To help students cope, Seattle
University started a support group
called "Loved Ones Overseas" a
few years ago. Unfortunately, it
fell apart after just a few months
when some members graduated.
Still, Hawkins says that if students
showed interest she would be willing to start the group again.
"That was really helpful because
on

finally meet a larger
group of people who did know
where I was coming form. It would
be nice ifwe could do that again,"
said March.
Although Seattle University
no longer has a support group,
Hawkins asserts that there are a
number of resources available for
students who are struggling with a
loved one overseas. These include
the counseling center, Campus
Ministry, concerned faculty and
staff and any number of groups
or clubs.
Hawkins also mentioned several resources the university has for
decreasing stress and maintaining
health, including sports and recreational activities, health promoting activities and opportunities for
social interaction.
But instead of looking towards
the school for help, students like
March and Rinehart deal with
their spouses being gone through
each other. When the two became
it was nice to

friends, March's husband had already returned from Iraq, so when
Rinehart's wife was deployed she
knew exactly who to call for support.

"I have a really good support
group of other wives," said March.
"I surround myself with people

who understand and have been
there before."
Keeping oneself occupied can
also help. Hawkins says that it is
important to stay busy, get enough
sleep, eat a balanced diet, avoid excessive alcohol and make time for
social activities.
Ofcourse, being able to contact
the loved one in Iraq also helps to
maintain the relationship.
"I deal with the distance by
writing letters and Instant Messaging," said Rinehart. "Talking
to my wife every couple of days
keeps me going."

Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
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One-of-a-kind love story told in song

Thurs., May 24
Joss Stone
7:30 p.m.

Megan Peter
Managing editor

$31.50
The Paramount
'

Robbie Williams
7 p.m. 21
$45
The Showbox
+

Lisa Gerrard
7 p.m.
$29.50
Moore Theatre
Fit, May 25
Moneta, Dating Delilah
7 p.m.
$7

The Showbox
•

Priestbird, Pit Er Pat
$8
Atlas Clothing
Sat., May 26
Amber Pacific CD

Release, Melee, Search/
Rescue
6:30 p.m.

$12

El Corazon
Sasquatch Festival:
Bjork, The Arcade Fire,
The Long Winters and

that the two share.
Despite knowing each other for a
number of years in real life, Hansard
The film "Once" is being sold and Irglova do a phenomenal job of
as a love story and a musical, told
acting like strangers, sharing those
about one week in the lives of two moments of uncomfortable silence,
people who happen upon each other the awkward first good-bye and
in a chance meeting. Though, it is
the fear of judgment when you say
not your traditional love story nor
something wrong.
is really a musical; it is more like an
But the acting is only half of the
hour and half long music video.
film with other being the music,
The music video feel makes sense which helps tell the tale of Guy and
because not only does it star, Glen Girl, both past and present. Hansard,
Hansard (lead singer of the Irish whose guitar work and voice sound
band, The Frames) but it is also similar to that of fellow Irishman
directed by John Carney who used Damien Rice, is just astounding.
to play bass for two years with The
You feel his pain as he sings about
Frames and has also directed their his ex-girlfriend and watches old
music videos. To add to the feel
home movies.
was also Marketa Irglova, a classical
One large part of the music being
trained multi-instrumentalist and fantastic in the film is because it was
phenomenal singer from Czech all performed live during filming, as
Republic.
opposed to lip syncing that happens
Thebasic premise is Hansard plays in most other films.
Guy, a vacuum repairman by day and
Hansard also wrote many of the
busker (street performer) by night songs in the film and says that it is
on the streets of Dublin. It is there
quite similar to how he writes songs
that he meets Girl, a street vendor for his band.
portrayed by Irglova, who acts as
"It is different because you are
the catalyst in Guy's life to finally do writing for a character, but it is
something with his music. Both are drawing from the same well," he
haunted by loves of the past, which said.
creates a barrier between them and
Irglova is also an extremely
also aids in the numerous awkward talented pianist and a voice to match.
moments

Her character, Girl, is supporting her
daughter and mother, all while still
trying to figure out her feelings about
her husband, who lives in die Czech
Republic and is separated from.
Girl is quiet yet bold, but is easily
distracted by Guy when he comes
into her life.
"The film leaves you wondering if
she [Girl] is going to be okay," said
Hansard. "You wonder if she made
the right choice."
The ending of the film leaves
satisfied, except for the fact that
you want to listen to the songs over
and over. Together the duo sounds
remarkable, like their voices and
talents were meant for each other.
Maybe that is why Hansard and
Irglova decided to start the side
group The Swell Season.
This was the first acting job for
Irglova and in the beginning she
was not nervous about the prospect
of filming a movie. It was not until
she was on set for the first day of
shooting that she began to question
her acting ability.
"I wondered if I was going to be
able to pull it off," she said. "But after
the first day it was fine. But I was just
nervous about what to expect."
The film is already making waves
across the Atlantic in its native

Megan can be reached
petel 193@spectator.com

Quadstock draws few, disappoints many

more
12 p.m.
$75
The Gorge
Sun., May 27
Sasquatch Festival:
Beastie Boys, Interpol
and more

12 p.m.
$75
The Gorge
Mon., May 28
Citizen Cope
8 p.m. 21+
The Showbox
Britten Stark

Vietnam
8 p.m. 21+
$10
Nuemos

country of Ireland and making the
rounds at the various film festivals.
It won the Audience Award in the
World Cinema dramatic category at
this year's Sundance Film Festival and
was nominatedfor the coveted Grand
Jury prize in the same category.
It took Carney and the rest of the
crew 17 days and $ 150,000—funded
completely by the Irish national film
board—to film die movie.
"It [the amount of days filming]
was perfect," said Carney. "We had
a deadline to make because everyone
had to do other projects."
With low production value the
film had an authentic, honest feel to
it. They did not have permits to film
in the streets in Dublin and all the
extras were just those who happened
to be in the area, which is evident
because in one scene a bystander can
been seen looking at the camera.
"The response of the film has
been great, genuine," said Hansard.
"It has gotten a lot ofattention and
you just feel validated."
"Once" is now out in select
theatres and soundtrack is out in
stores now.

The Spectator

Aqueduct (above) and Mates of State (below) plays to a minimal Quadstock crowd, but generated loud
response
Rose Egge
Staff writer

Tues., May 29

B"I

had a good time.
The crowd showed a lot
oflove. I think diere was
really good energy throughout the
whole event," said Macklemore. "I
liked that everybody seemed to get
out of theircomfort zone. Everybody
seemed to have a good time and not
take diemselves too seriously, so that

Secret Chiefs 3, Faun
Fables, The Stares
8 p.m. 21+

$12
Nuemos

was

Joshua Chin

Special To The Spectator

refreshing."

Injury prevented The Lashes
from performing as scheduled, but
students were not disappointed by
Aqueduct's stand-in performance.
"I came out to see Aqueduct,"
said Tara Daniels, junior marketing

and management major. "I saw them
last year and I loved them."
For many students, Mates ofState
was the highlight of Quadstock.
"I thought they were great and
really kicked butt," said Bartolini.
"Being able to listen to their set was
well worth the price of admission."
Besides the live music, Quadstock
offered many other activities
including a photographer who took
student's pictures and made them
into souvenir key chains, a KSUB
booth with CDs, and blown-up
obstacle courses.
"This year, we invited clubs to set
up tables and give out or sell items in
the Quad. This piece added a more
festival feel to the event, and I think
a lot of students enjoyed the variety
ofbooths set up," said Katie Lesseg,
SEAC president.
There was also a beer garden and
various food vendors.
"My favorite part of the entire
event was being able to interact with
students that I hadn't met before,"
said Bartolini. "The beer garden was
pretty rocking as well, in which the
school surprisingly did not overprice the beers."
And while students enjoyed
the musical acts and had fun
socializing, the low attendance was

disappointing.
"I was surprised that

more

people didn't show up. It was
disappointing," said Crowley. "I
thought that the whole atmosphere
would've been better ifmore people
had been there."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
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Student art show displays talent, eye for digital design
Parker, senior digital design major.
"[The clients] gave us artistic reign
and allowed us to give the art our
own

Britten

Stark

The Spectator

A student admires design display at last Thursday's unveiling

Emily Holte
Staff writer
This past Thursday, the Kinsey
Gallery in the Casey building
held its opening night, displaying
student digital design artwork.
Professors, students, and friends
toured the gallery tucked away in
the Dean of the college of arts and
sciences' office and enjoyed food
and beverages. They discussed
issues of politics, society and artistic
expression, all arisen from thevivid
and colorful atmosphere created by
the display of modern art.
The room was set up in the style
of a 19th century French salon with
gilded gold frames painted behind
the artwork, cast against one blue
wall, the focal point of the gallery.
While the gallery's layout spoke to
the past, the bright colors spoke to
the modernity of die gallery's theme
and name—"Digital Salon."
Naomi Kasumi, assistant
professor of digital design, led
the students who transformed
the small space into a haven for

modern artistic expression. For the
assignment, students had to design
the space and find a way to finance
their work.
The team of students, led by
director Bekka Palmer, relied on
the philanthropy of Bon Appetite
and theirrummage sale skills to pull
together food and seating. The art
reflected a year long retrospective;
many displays were the result of
students reworking their old art.
For one assignment, students
compete to actively display their
art in hopes of promoting an oncampus event.
A client confronted the students
with explicit expectations of how
they wanted to advertise the

"[Digital design]

event.

The competition is a great
opportunity for students to practice
dealing with clients without the
mediation of their professors,
developing their networking and
collaborative skills.
"Working with the clients
gives us first hand knowledge of
the working real world," said Tim

spin."

One such client was Karen
Overbey of the fine arts department.
When she commissioned the
posters for the spring art show, she
told students one thing. She did
not want cliche spring images, like
flowers or bunnies on them, yet one
student found a way around that.
Mikee Mage, senior fine arts
major with an emphasis in digital
design, proceeded to ask Overbey to
reconsider her statement if he could
produce "cool bunnies." Mage did
indeed succeed in his efforts. His
flyer promoting the spring art show
featured the silhouettes of two
bunnies—one an image of nature,
the other of artificial creation—
copulating. Under the bunnies were
baby ones, a mixture of the natural
and artificial images of their parents
to represent the result of the union
of urban life and spring.
When asked why he chose
to advertise the art show in this
manner, Mage simply replied:
"When spring rolls around, most
students are thinking about sex."
Ultimately, Overbey did not
pick that poster for the actual
commission. It did, however, appear
in the gallery presentation.
A key aspect of the digital
designer's job is his or her need
not only to create art, but also his
or her need to make the message
communicable and relatable as is
seen in Mage's provocative flyer.
Seattle Central Community
College recently had an exhibit
called, "It's Graphic Design, Not
Art." The students displaying
in the Kinsey Gallery sought to
respond to that statement, showing
that although there are more rules
regarding digital design, it is in fact
still art and therefore inherently
creates a dialogue between the
creator and the viewer.
is

the sole gallery on campus that
showcases student art.
"Kinsey presents an opportunity
for more groups to use it as an
educational space where they can
learn what it is like to present to
the real art world," said Mage. "This
should be the first of many more
[exhibits]."
The digital design program, a
branch ofthe fine arts department,
is hoping to push fine arts to grow
outward to the SU community
more.

"Although

we

[digital designers]

like to remain a bit mysterious, we
do see a growing understanding of
digital design on campus and are
starting to see people recognize it as
having real value in creating a visual
conversation," said Mage.
Digital design is taking off,
particularly due to the Internet, in
the same fashion advertising did
after the invention of the printing
press.
The art on display communicated
issues of global warming, war, AIDS,
popular culture and tolerance in
satirical, informative, critical and
overall, visually evocative ways.
While some flyers displayed
President Bush out of his White
House context, one display featured
mm

pill canisters with labels, reading
labels such as "Getting Over the
Freshman 15" and "Too Much
Pressure." The creator, Keriann
Yamaguchi, junior digital design
major, wanted to create art that
spoke to her peers.
"Everyone is different, but we all
have something in common," said

Yamaguchi.
She found one such thing and
utilized it in her assignment for a
package design project in class.
The showcase would not have
been possible without the work of
Kasumi and Palmer.
Kasumi praised the individual
work of Palmer in particular, whose
own work is displayed in the gallery
as well.
"Bekka was here every week
night. [The gallery] has become her
house now. She has been working so
hard," said Kasumi. "I appreciated
how professional she was about [her
management] of the work."
The Digital Salon is open to
the SU community's viewing in
Kinsey, on the first floor of the
Casey Building until June 10.

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu

—
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ultimately

visual language," said Mage.
"The core of graphic design is
who is the client...The art must
be readable... [Transversely], good
digital designers are well read."
Mage praised the creation of
the Kinsey Gallery for its future
potential for die Seattle University
campus and for the fact that it is
a

Jazz Alley: home of the best untarnished music
Michael Magidman
Staff writer
Tucked away literally in an
alley off 6th Avenue and Lenora
Street near Westlake and Seattle
Center, Dimitriou's Jazz Alley is
the premier venue for jazz in the
city.
If you haven't been there before
it might take you a few minutes to
find it, even if you're standing right
in front of it. The window-covered
facade of the building facing 6th
conceals the clubs contents with
large black curtains. The structure
almost looks unoccupied from
certain angles.
Once you pass through the
entrance in the alley, however,
it becomes an entirely different

atmosphere. The semi-circular
stage resting against the black
curtains is the focal point of the
gently lit room. Small circular
tables pushed up against the stage
bring some spectators mere inches
from the musicians. However, for
those who enjoy watching from a
distance, the main floor is widely
furnished and there is also a
mezzanine overlooking the stage.
Jazz Alley has entertained
Seattleites since 1979 when it
first opened in the University
District. Six years later in 1985
it moved to its current location.
In 1990, the club was renovated,
expanding the stage and adding
the mezzanine. Then, in 2002
the venue was restructured again
with an improved sound system,

further expansion of the stage,
the addition of a video and audio
recording studio and over 100
a

new seats.

Despite the expansion, the
intimate bistro setting that makes
the club so attractive remains
untarnished.
The key element to the success
of Jazz Alley is the wide range of
top name musicians that have
enjoyed playing there. Some of
these performers include Oscar
Peterson, Nancy Wilson, Taj
Mahal, Eardia Kitt, Diane Schuur,
McCoy Tyner, Ray Brown and Dr.
John. Furthermore, Jazz Alley's
reputation for showcasing highly
acclaimed artists gives unknown
acts a good chance to succeed
when playing there.

With all-ages shows, discounts
for seniors and students and free
parking in an adjacent garage,
the club attracts a motley crowd.
On any given night at Jazz Alley
you might see business men and
women relaxing after work, seniors
appreciating the stylings of newer
artists or even teenagers opening
themselves up to the world of
jazz.
While the music is the main
attraction, the atmosphere is
supplemented by exceptional
appetizers, entrees and deserts
provided by the kitchen. With a
door time of 6:30 p.m. and show
times of 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.,
there's plenty of time to enjoy
some food and drinks before or
between shows.

For those of you on a budget
and looking to get the most for
your money, Jazz Alley is the place
to go. When you purchase a ticket
for a 7:30 p.m. show, you have the
option to stay for the 9:30 p.m.
show for free. It's a great deal that
makes this premier club even more

appealing.
Whether you're a jazz aficionado
first-timer, whether you're a
cheapskate or a high-roller, or if
you simply value atmosphere and
music, Dimitriou's Jazz Alley is a
top shelf club where you can be
sure every trip you make down the
alley will be worth it.
or a

Michael can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu
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Golf club steps into competetive realm

Wednesday May 23

Field.

Emily Holt
Staff writer

!

7 p.m. Seattle Sounders vs.
Carolina Railhawks at Qwest

Seattle University is now the new

Thursday May 24

6:05 p.m. Tacoma Rainers
vs. Las Vegas at Cheney

Stadium.
Friday May 25

3:30 p.m. UW Softball vs.
Alabama at Husky Softball
Stadium.
Friday May 25

6:30 p.m. UW baseball vs.

California at Husky Ballpark.
Saturday May 26

noon UW softball vs.
Alabama at Husky Softball

Stadium.
Saturday May 26

2:00 p.m. UW baseball vs.
California at Husky Ballpark.
Sunday May 27
SS;.

SSSSIX ■ SB;

1:00 p.m., UW baseball vs.
California at Husky Ballpark.

breeding ground for the future Fred
Couples and Jack Nicklaus of the
Pacific Northwest.
In past years, a yearly tradition
existed on campus where students
and faculty members would play
Seattle golf courses at a subsidized
rate, but no official club existed for
student membership and organized
play.
Now, thanks to the efforts of
club president Matt Barger, junior
international studiesand Economics
major, and the work of his friends
and other interested golfers, Seattle
University has its first official golf
club with a new mission.
"Golf has a lot of negative stigmas
attached to tt-that it is an elitist sport
and is played only by old people,"
said Barger, "But at the same time,
it is a lot offun."
The club now has 12 members
and six officers. The two biggest
issues that the club currently faces
is getting numbers to the events and
getting rates low enough for players.
There is no requirement of ability or
previous experience in membership,
making for what Barger calls a
diverse team.
"You don't have to be a good

5/25-5/26

3A/4A State Baseball
Championships at Safeco
Field.

Brady Kamashige, freshman
management

major and vice

president of administration, played
for four years in high school where
he won the district competition and
finished in 1 lth in state back home
in Oregon.
Ken Hornstein, freshman business
major and treasurer, joined the team
because he finds golfrelaxing.
"I played club soccer at SU and I
know how good SU club sports are
and with SU [going] Division I next
year, that provides a future for the
golf team," said Hornstein.
Next year, the cSlub hopes to
compete with other teams. Don
Ross, golf club advisor, recently
signed the club up for the Collegiate
Golf Alliance. This will allow the
team to participate in tournaments
with other clubs such as Central
Oregon Community College and
the University of Oregon.
But ultimately, the team's
successes "all revolves around getting
a home-base [in terms of members
and support]," said Barger.
Right now, the team plays at local
municipal courses such as those in
Jefferson Park, Jackson Park and

department for
the purchase of a set of
team clubs.
"Since SU is paying
[for the golf], we want
to give back," said
sports

Kamashige.
There is talk of
service trips
Florida
or New
touring
Orleans in the spring,
though our plans are
only possibilities. With
the loss of previous
advisor, Anne Carragher,
the team would like to
have a memorial golf
tournament in her
memory in the spring to
raise cancer awareness. Jackie Canchola
The Spectator
All ideas are in progress Ken Horenstein, freshman business major,
as ofright now.
tees off at Jefferson Park.
"It would be great
if we could help in the
and bringing them together and that
community," said Barger.
fulfills the ideal of a dub."
For right now, club's main focus
The GolfClub goes to the driving
is merely to lower prices to increase
range every Wednesday night and
membership and have fun free of die plays at different local courses on
of handicaps,
Friday and Sunday. Anyone is
e point ofa club is to open an welcome and encouraged to join.
idea to a whole group ofpeople and
see how they take it," said Barger. "It
Emily can be reached at
is all about getting people interested holtel@seattleu.edu

potential

■

Banquet celebrates season, Callero, D-l
Rose Egge
Staff writer

3A Boys State Soccer
Championships at
Lakewood Stadium in
Sumner.

golfer, all you have to do is go out
and play," said Barger.
Barger has only been playing off
and on for a couple of years and took
it up for fun.

Two subjects seemed to be
everyone's mind at the men's
basketball banquet on May 18: the
move to Division I and Joe Callero,
head coach.
There was a buzz of approval
throughout the evening regarding
Seattle University's decision to
move into Division I athletics. This
discussion only increased after the
nights two honorees, Jim Harney
and Ernie Dunston spoke about
their experiences playing Division
I basketball at Seattle University in
1958 and 1963, respectively.
"This is kind of a send off,
it's the first big party after the
announcement [to go Division I],"
said Harney. "Next year diere'll be
increased excitement all the time.
on

Jackie Canchola

I think former players living in the
area will visit most frequently and
I look forward to [our basketball
team] doing very well."
"I think this move back to
division one is just going to
open up a lot of possibilities, said
Dunston. "This school has really
become a first class university, but
the one element that's always been
missing, in my mind, is the fact
that we should be division one."
Other notable SU basketball
alumni such as Clint Richardson
came out to support Seattle
University and showed their
enthusiasm for the division

change.
"I'm very proud ofthe university
and I'm very proud of the decision
they made [to go Division I] and my
loyalties have always stayed there,"
said Richardson. "I'm very proud of

The Spectator

Sam Kirby, Rudy the Redhawk, Brian Scalabrine and Ryan Webb.

everybody that's had a hand in this.
It's a very exciting day."
But even when discussing the
university's move to Division I,
many guests attributed the decision
to the hard workof Callero, whoalso
celebrated 20 years ofcoaching that

trip to the playoffs this year.
"It's nice to have the GNAC
Championship banner up there,"
said Ryan Webb, senior point
guard. "Other years we didn't do
so well and the [evening's] focus
was always on the auction. Tonight
it's on us because we were more
night.
"I'm very appreciative of Joe successful."
Callero and the work that he's
Webb also gave a short speech
doing. He's worked so hard I think that evening, directed at the
that it's basically him that's brought remaining members of his team.
[the move to division one] on," said While he reminisced about the
Harney.
five years he spent with the Seattle
One guest who did not play
University basketball program,
for SU, but came out to support Webb encouraged his team mates
Callero that night, was Boston to continue to continue raising the
Celtic Brian Scalabrine. Scalabrine bar and improve every year.
"Ryan Webb is a class act, period.
played for Callero when he coached,
at Highline Community College.
He constantly leads by example, the
"He taught me that as long as true measure of a point guard,"
you take care of what you need to said Bill Hogan, athletic director.
take care ofand work hard at what "[All the men's basketball players]
you do, all the fun comes later were courteous, professional and
on during the games when you're
represented Seattle [University]
athletics at its best."
winning," said Scalabrine.
And, he also had something to
After speeches had been given
say about Seattle going Division and dinners devoured, the guests
I.
were able to bid in a live auction, a
"It's been Callero's dream to new event for the annual banquet.
be a Division I coach and now Prizes included a jerseyautographed
that he has that opportunity. I'm by Elgin Baylor, various trip
confident he'll do a really good packages and 40 hours of labor by
the men's basketball team.
job," said Scalabrine.
The auction raised $35,000
"[The evening] was an
to pay for volunteer coaches,
overwhelming success," said Hogan.
recruiting, team travel and "I have emceed, hosted and created
a future trip to Chile in the
many banquets and this one ranks
summer of 2008. This year's
right up there with the best."
dinner and auction had a more
positive atmosphere as guests Rose can be reached at
reflected on the basketball team's eggee@seattleu.edu
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Training room valuable service to athletes

Julie Ignacio

The Spectator

The Seattle University training room provides care to student athletes throughout the school year.

Chris Kissel
Staff writer
Chances are if you aren't one of
Seattle University's varsity athletes,
you've never seen the athletic
training room, a sizable space filled
with medical equipment, tucked
away in the far southern corner of
the Connolly Center.
For those that do depend on die
training room, it's a valuable asset,
a place where injured athletes can
prepare for practice and rehabilitate

dieir injuries as ifthey were back in
their own bed.
Mark Escandon, the head trainer
at the Connolly Center, has been
working full time at the training
room since 1996. He says that the
training room functions mainly as
a "check station," a place just for
athletes to help them maintain
their physical health.
"We can help with anything
from a cut to a torn ACL," said
Escandon.
While most of the student

population

at SU is most likely
unfamiliar with the training
room, athletes make use of the

room frequently, especially during
high activity months during sports

seasons.
"Athletes are always in there,
all the time," said Chris Henry,
freshman pre-major and member of
the track and cross country teams
at SU. "Every time I walk by, either
the soccer guys or soccer girls are
there, the volleyball girls are in
there all the time, die Softball girls,

there's always someone in there. It's
ridiculous."
Although the space is utilized
primarily by SU's varsity athletes,
the training room is also sometimes
used to treat non-athletic injuries.
There have been occasions where
the Student Health Center
recommends a student to the
training room because of its
specialization in treating certain
types of injuries.
"[Users of] the Connolly Center
have often asked us to look at
injuries, but we have to be pretty
careful with what we can assess
because of legal limitations," said
Escandon.
The value of die athletic training
room does not lie solely in us
capacity as a service to those it treats,
however. Mollie Savage, sophomore
international business major, who
has worked in die training room for
the last two years as part of a workstudy scholarship, says that she has
learned a lot about the procedures
involved in the care and prevention
ofathletic injuries.
"My bosses have taught me a lot
and are very patient when we, the
student trainers, are learning new
things in the training room," said

Savage.
Escandon agreed that there can
be worthwhile education benefits
to working in the training room.

"I think there's

a

value for
into the

students who are going

nursing program, just because they
see some aspects of the medical
field, a little different aspect than at
a hospital," said Escandon. "It's also
a good way for students to meet a
population of the campus that they
might not otherwise meet."
Three students who underwent
surgery after torn MCLs presented
Savage with a learning opportunity
that she would not have found
elsewhere.
"I was able to see them progress
as they came in the training room
daily to strengthen, reduce swelling
and start mobilizing their knees,"
said Savage. "I saw how the athletes
struggled and got better."
Escandon added that the job is
a good way for students to learn
about athletic training, especially
because no athletic training classes
are offered at SU.
While most students at SU
remain unfamiliar with the athletic
training room, the facility continues
to offer the university's athletes die
kind of physical assistance they
wouldn't be able to find anywhere
else.
"This room is, for all athletes,
kind of a home away from home,"
said Escandon. "It gives them that
opportunity to build a relationship
with someone on campus and to
feel comfortable getting help."

Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seatteu.edu

Freshman Currier carries team '07 Awards Show

Kevin Wren
Volunteer Writer

first year has been fairly easy, it has
not been without some hurdles. She
sympathizes with fellow students who
There were sparks of triumph and
have internships as she works to manage
as
the
Seattle
2007
her time better. During the season
promise
University
track season came to a close a few weeks
Currier and her teammates practice
for
freshman
shot-putter
and
work out every day. They also have
especially
ago,
and discus thrower Lindsay Currier.
meets which take up their entire day,
In the many meets between Seattle
usually Fridays or Saturdays.
Pacific University, University of Puget
The devotion to die team keeps her
Sound and Central Washington
vigilant, but tired sometimes, making
her warm bed widi a soft pillow very
University, Currier had a recordbreaking season. She broke not only
Despite always sporting Oregon welcoming after a hard day of practice.
her personal record for the discus, but
Her passion for athletics is not limited
warm-up pants and
Seatde University's record as well.
rt, Currier has her loyalties to
to just track but transcends into other
Seatde University.
sports, especially die Mariners. One of
Of the many her favorite players is Felix Hernandez,
reasons why Currier pitcher, whom she hasfollowed since he
chose to come to first signed widi die team.
Seattle University, die
It disappoints her that her home
high-ranked nursing state does not have a baseball team.
"All we have are the 'jail' Blazers,"
program was at the
she jokes referring to die PordandTrail
top ofher list.
"The nursing Blazers.
Even diough she moved away from
program is one of die
best around and there home to attend college, Currier says it
are a lot of hospitals was not a difficult decision. Making
around campus," she new friends on campus and on thetrack team has helped in making the
Being a nurse transition easier. But that does not mean
runs in Currier's diat she is not excited to return home
family since as her for the summer.
modier, Bev, is part of
Summer will not be all fun and
the profession. After play since she still has work to do in
graduating with her the off-season. She wants to improve
degree she wants to her already impressive record distance.
work with children The future is bright for Currier. Widi
her diligent work ediic and prosperous
potential she is anticipating breaking her
want to leave behind
record a few times. She also can't wait
her lovefor track after to take anatomy and continue towards
Julie Ignacio
The Spectator
graduation and hopes becoming a nurse.
Lindsay Currier made a huge impact on the success of Seattle U's track team this season.
Kevin can be reached at
Spring Break Open at Edmonds
Stadium, Currier broke the school
record for discus with a 119-6 throw.
Since graduating from high school
she has added five feet onto her best
throw, now at an astounding 137-0.
But Currier isn't justabout throwing
a discus and setting records. She is also
a confident young nursing student
that came to Seattle from Beaverton,

■eavers
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wrenk@seattleu.edu

Jackie

Canchola

The Spectator

Senior soccer players Ana Gutierrez and Adam Jensen were
awarded co-Student-Athlete of the Year Tuesday night at the annual Seattle University Athletics Awards Show. The two athletes
were honored not only for their outstanding performance on the
field over the iast four years, but also for their involvement in the
community and athletic achievement during their time at Seattle
University.
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editorial
Whoever said that nothing good ever happens to
Seattle sports fans was right. At least they were until
Tuesday afternoon when at the NBA Entertainment
headquarters in Seacaucus, N.J, the Seattle SuperSonics, the team that finished with the fifth worst record
in the NBA last season, won the second overall pick in
the 2007 draft.
Amidst constant headlines regarding the Sonics
threats of jumping ship, and leaving the Emerald city
for the glitz of the Las Vegas strip, or Tornado Alley in
Oklahoma, the news of the second highest lottery pick
in SuperSonics history is a breath of life in a seemingly
ailing and decrepit organization.
Yeah, the No. 2 draft pick- the obvious choice being
Kevin Durant is sounding pretty sweet right about
now... But is one player—as sensational as Durant was in
college boasting a near 40 percent three-point average
and double that from the free throw line- enough to
bring the Sonics back to their days of glory, reinvigorate
the Seattle fan base, and dare we say keep this Seattle
icon at home?
The days ofShawn Kemp and Gary Payton-Seattle's
only other No. 2 pick-have been over for years, with
Payton becoming a Laker and Kemp becoming an
inmate, as is the potential and the momentum that
the team carried three years ago when Nate McMillan
headed south for Portland. However, the infusion of
-

new blood into

the lineup, adding compliments to the
underperforming duo ofRashard Lewis and Ray Allen,
could invigorate the Sonics to get back into a winning
groove, and once again draw masses to the Key arena.
Durant, an 18-year-old standout forward from Texas has already been compared to the Minnesota Timberwolves forward Kevin Garnett. He's sure to be the
change that the Sonics have needed for years now; he's
essentially guaranteed to prompt a rise in ticket sales,
in addition to bringing in a crowd and jumpstarting
the fan base.
All things considered, it is possible that the Legislature and taxpayers will reconsider their original refusal to finance a new arena for the Seattle franchise,
or at least propose a better offer once the team's lease
is up in 2010. But even if the team bails on the city,
the fair-weather Seattle fans could hold-out hope that
Seattle's Paul Allen would move the equally frail Portland Trailblazers to the city, a move that could bring
McMillian's return to his hometown with his team the
"Seattle Trailblazers." Since Allen's Vulcan Inc., a realestate development company has no interest in seeing a
property devaluation near the Seattle Center, that could
be reason enough for a transfer. Even if it comes to that,
the likely No. 1 draft pick, Greg Oden, reigning over
a Seattle basketball team by any name wouldn't be all
that bad either.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Megan Peter, Brenda Stice, Lauren Padgett and Rob La Gatta. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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A writer's critique of the Seattle Public Library
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
There isn't an elevator in the city
quite like the neon yellow one that
runs through the center of the most
conspicuous building in downtown
Seattle.
It's bright, practically blinding, has a computerized voice that
verbalizes the status of the unit in
motion and essentially feels like either a portable insane asylum or a
futuristic teleport system (I haven't
decided).
But there are a lot of strange,
hard-to-describe elements of the
downtown Seattle library that
will simply never make complete,
logical sense to me, or anyone else
who intends to actually utilize the
space for its conventional purpose
of reading, working, researching,
and any other knowledge-inducing activities.
Since its grand opening in 2004,
the library has been the subject of
praise throughout the Seattle community and abroad. Likewise, the
bewilderingly bold building has
simultaneously been at the brunt
of architectural and functional
criticism.
I would consider myself mildly
ignorant when it comes to the specifications of architectural design for

a multi-million dollar building, so
I'd rather be sitting on the cement
I'm going to go ahead and stick to outside.
what I know; spending time in a
library trying to get work done.
Floor by floor, the library insufUpon entering the
ficiently entices a reader or someone looking to work for a remotely
lengthy period of time.
glass super-strucUpon entering the glass superstructure, it is difficult not to be
ture, it is difficult not
numbed by the vast, contemporary,
vaulted space that surrounds you. A to be numbed by the
numbness haunts you through each
corridor, on each level, and in every vast, vaulted space
space available for setding in.
The "Living Room," located on that surrounds you. A
the third, most hollow floor, lends
itself to the very nature of the numbness haunts you
building's structure as the gaping
vertical space above is as wide-open through each corridor,
of a space there is. The seemingly
endless space that towers over head on each level,..
is quite the site for those group
tours and the slue of friends and
family that I have escorted through,
Meander up the fluorescent yelbut fails to suffice as a place to, well, low escalator (just as blinding as the
read.
elevator) to the fifth floor mixing
With the background noise of chamber and it feels like some sort
muffled babble echoing all around, of computer training camp with
it's a concentrated task to remain row after row of computers no
focused on any book. Contributmore than 12 inches away from
ing to the discomfort is certainly one another. It's cramped, deficient
the sorry excuse for seating. The of privacy and rarely boasts more
awkwardly oversized square, foam then one or two vacant computer
chairs are no less appealing to the stations. You mean to tell me that
eye than they are to the buttocks. with 360,000 square feet, all 130Ten minutes in those things and some odd computers have to be
-

top of each other. I think
the use of such an abundance of
space could have been a little bit
better executed.
There are a plethora of computers (especially in comparison to
other local libraries) and an ample
amount of 10th floor reading/work
cubicles. But once an attempt is
made to put those amenities to
use, prepare to be unamazed. The
fact that you feel one with die city
skyline is pretty amazing, but being
surround by IKEA-esque furnishings and depressingly industrial
fencing somewhat overpowers the
protrusion of the top-heavy structure into the artificial horizon.
The economically sound interior
is a pleasant diought and inspiring
approach, but certainly compromises even a minimal amount of
comfort for those attempting to be
intellectually productive. The furnishings are so barren, so industrialized and uninviting, that they act
as a deterrent from spending time
in the library. I, for one, could use a
seat cushion, a litde privacy on the
computer and overall, a bit more
aesthetically pleasing decor. Then,
maybe I would be tempted to get
cozy in the library and read a book
or write a paper.

piled on

Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Rob La Gatta at lagattar@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the
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As Ireland develops, political hypocrisy noticeably present
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
I never truly expect much from
the political leaders of first world
nations with an abnormally high
GDP per capita, that have histories of exploiting Latin American
countries and could almost call Paris
Hilton the "First Daughter." But in
the wake of a display of maybe the
only positive side of politics, I cannot help but chide President Bush
for yet another display of political
hypocrisy and utter failure at successful diplomatic articulation.
On May 9, Northern Ireland's
Catholic and Protestant major parties joined together at Stormont
(near Belfast) to mark the official
effective beginning of Northern
Ireland's first parliament. (It was
established in 1998, but has been
suspended several times).
Martin McGuiness ofSinn Fein,
once alleged member of the Irish

Republican Army (IRA), and the
Reverend lan Paisley of the ProtDemocratic Unionist Party,
infamous for inciting and encouraging violence with his inflammatory
words in public addresses in the
'80s, stood side by side. They were
to be sworn in as deputy minister
and minister, respectively, marking
estant

the political solution to 30 years of
sectarian violence and nine years of

stasis in the Northern Ireland Good
Friday Peace Agreement.
Upon news of this landmark
political advance, President Bush
praised the Northern Irish political leaders "for [their] desire to
overcome a history of violence and
division." A "desire to overcome?"
We are recognizing their desire? Not
their actual actions taken to overcome violence? Not actual political
negotiation? Nope: Bush is praising
the desire to overcome.
I am now going to explicitly
pick on this man's word choice and
diction, because I can safely write
from this dorm room at a university led by Jesuits who inherently
know how to be more diplomatically eloquent. And because I am an
English major. And, mostly, because
the conflict in Northern Irelandand
the steps taken toward its resolution
get very little substantial press coverage outside of newspapers in New
York or Boston or naturally, Ireland.
Yet Ireland stands as the epitome of
the potentiality of economic success
still existing in countries torn apart
by war and its own history.
How lovely it is when a political leader such as our president
praises—and therefore bases as his

standard—emotional expressions
in political negotiations. I guess
it would be rather hard to actually
compliment the concrete actions of
the contingent of political leaders
working toward peace in Northern
Irelandwhen you proclaim that such
tangible actions—namely negotiations with the enemy are strictly
prohibited. Paisley has outwardly
criticized the Catholic faith in itself,
has expressed public opposition to
an innovative campaign for homosexual land reform and directed
marchers during Marching Season
to enter Catholic neighborhoods in
Northern Ireland so as to provoke
Catholic retaliation. And yet, rather
hypocritically, he has refused to negotiate with the infamous terrorist
organization, the IRA. He refused
negotiations on grounds that he
would not negotiate with terrorists. Sound familiar anyone? Anyone? George? What did the Bush
administration do? It has taken
similar approaches toward the Iraq
war despite horrible realities such as
the Abu Ghraib scandal—showing
a political hypocrisy once embodied
in the likes of Paisley.
Yet whatdid happen when Paisley and McGuiness and the parties
and constituencies that they represent did agree to negotiate back in

1998? It has been a long and arduous process, but upon choosing diplomacy, they chose a route that led
to a landmark establishment ofrepresentation for a divided people.
How does a president praise
uncomfortable negotiation and at
the same time refuse it as his own
political approach in the War in Iraq
and in previous conflicts with North
Korea?
The only answer that I can see
for this approach would be the concern of economic loss on the part
of the United States in such violent

—

entanglements.
Since we are drawing compariit is important to note that
economic concern is not a moot
point to the Northern Irish political
leaders. Upon partition in 1921, the
south of Ireland was left bereft of
any economic force since the industries and factories that constituted
the most lucrative businesses resided
in the North. Thus, the divide spoke
economic failure to the Republic of
Ireland—until its membership in
the European Union, which made
the North-South divide merely a
line on a map in terms ofeconomic
success for the south. Ireland's could
interact economically with the rest
of Europe rather than relying on insular economic force from six tiny
sons,

counties in the north.
Ireland could only arrive at the
place at which political leaders could
negotiate once they overcome economic problems. Thus, they had to
confront the practical life and death
economic problems that further divided the populace so as to create
the atmosphere wherein ideals such
as representation could be an issue.
"But citizens," Bush says as he smiles
nervously, "there are no economic
problems in Iraq.. .Halliburton isn't
profiting exponentially from our occupancy.
Bush could learn a thing or two
from Ireland about confronting
economic problems, though neither
the north or south profited from occupation quite the way the U.S. is.
He could also learn a thing or two
about the power of negotiations. If
there is no dialogue with those that
one disagrees with, how does one
effectively come to a compromise?
Didn't you ever read Socrates' dialogues at Yale, George buddy, pal?
Aw, I did it again. I naively
thought that mature conversation
and compromise was something
that could exist in politics. Silly
me.

Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.edu

How marketing sullies everything Parenting issues

Michael Magidman
Staff Writer

service provider Baron Davis has?
I seem to be one of the very few

people who

For those occasionally curious
about the philosophy of the culture
in which we live, I challenge you
to poke your head inside the rab-

While watching the

NBA playoffs recently, I
realized that the ma-

jority of what I was
watching was not basketball; it was advertis-

ing.
bit hole and briefly glimpse at this
elusive monster by taking a look at
the state of professional sports in
this country.
While watching the NBA playoffs recently, I realized that the majority of what I was watching was
not basketball; it was advertising.
The precise moment that my frustration climaxed and I wanted to
throw a brick through my television occurred sometime between
the Coors Light Freeze Cam and
the Marines Teamwork Play of the
Game.
What the hell does it even mean
that T-Mobile is the "official wireless partner of the NBA?" Do all
the NBA players have T-Mobile? I
seriously doubt it, but even if they
do, who cares? Do we pay attention (and ludicrously large salaries)
to these people because they have
exceptional basketball skills or because we were always curious what

outraged that our
are
not really sports anymore.
sports
They're a showcase for our culture,
and

have

are

our stamp on
everything. Everything needs a
sponsor and a ridiculous name.
Instead of playing at the Coliseum
the Sonics play at the Key Arena
(though probably not for long).
Instead of playing at Mile High
Stadium the Denver Broncos Play
at Investco Filed. Instead of playing at the Great Western Forum
the Los Angeles Lakers play at the
Staples Center. Feel me building a
rhythm?
I'm sure that all the Utah Jazz
fans out there are just overfilled
with excitement when they get to
see their team play at Energy Solutions Arena. I'm laying in wait
for the day when Soldier Field is
renamed to the highest bidder. I
can just see it now, all the Chicago
faithful gathering together at on
Sunday to watch their Bears play
at US Bank Field.
I guess it's too much to ask ofthis
we

to put

country to just enjoy something as it
is. We need to improve it: expand,

make more money and appeal to all
demographics. Some things are not
for everybody. The ADD complex
we seem to have developed shouldn't
be welcomed with open wallets; we
should be embarrassed. We should
especially be filled with shame at
the fact that the marketing in these
events is now seemingly more important than the actual event itself.
A few years back the first round
of the NBA playoffs used to be a five
game series, but it was expanded to a
seven game series to allow for more
television time, and more advertisements. The Super Bowl halftime
show, which is the absolute scourge

of the earth, runs much longer than
a halftime in a normal game. We
are literally changing the games to
make room for advertising. How far
will it go?
I have an idea. If you watch the
Super Bowl for the funny commercials and the dazzling halftime show,
then get a hobby. If the game isn't
reason enough to watch then don't
watch, but get the hell out because
you're ruining it for the rest of us.
The real fans don't care who the new
Doritos girl will be, they care about
how Peyton Manning is going to
respond to the blitz in the second
half.
The Romans would never have

Lauren Padgett

Features Editor
When uneducated, fundamentalist Christian couples procreate in Arkansas, the results could be deadly.
A recent, twisted tale of child
abuse raises some interesting questions in society. There should be some
kind ofparenting school somewhere
that teaches people how to control
their anger before they take it out on
an innocent victim.
Or at least before they put them
the
in
microwave.
No, this is not a joke. An Arkansas man was traveling in Galveston,
TX with his mother* wife and twomonth-oldbaby girl in hopes ofbecoming an evangelist Around 2 a.m.
on May 10, he became angry with
the baby and began to beat her.
According to Galveston County s
publication "The Daily News," 19year-old Joshua Mauldin told a detective that he threw the baby onto
the bed, punched her in the groin
and locked her in the hotel room
safe. Afterwards, he put her in the
refrigerator for approximately five
seconds. He then placed the infant
in the microwave, turned it on and
left her to burn for approximately 20

I seem to be one of
the very few people
who are outraged that

our sports are not really sports anymore.
They're a showcase
for our culture, and we

seconds.
The little girl is being treated at a
local hospital for third degree burns
and heavy bruises after her assault.
Afterwards, the baby's mother,
Eva Marie Mauldin, went on a

have to put our stamp

on everything
named the Coliseum Miller Light
Refreshment Stadium, and Vince
Lombardi would have tackled Justin
Timberlake himselfbefore he would
stand for the sickening display that
is the Super Bowl halftime show.
Michael can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu
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Houston television station and said
that it was Satan, not her husband,
who hun the child. The devil disapproved ofMauldin's dream of being
a preacher, she said. So, the devil
provoked his anger and destroyed
his dream.
Not surprisingly, the prosecutor

felt otherwise. Joshua Mauldin is beingheld on $250,000 bail and could
race anywhere from five to 99 years
in prison.
Eva Mauldin is hoping to be reunited with her child, something that
Child Protective Services is fighting
against. She even created a MySpace.
com page on Joshuasbehalf, entitling
it "Joshua Mauldin is Not a Monster." The site has since been shut

down.
The fact that this woman stands
by her man before she defends her
child is an unfortunate reality that
should reflect upon her parental responsibilities. In other words, they
should be taken away from her.
This case is so disgusting. First of
all, this man should beremoved from
society forever and rot in prison. No
matter how frustrating a baby can
be at two in the morning, you deal
with it. This act was maliciously evil
and should be rewarded with equal
punishment.
Secondly, Godand the devil have
nothing to do with it. People who
use excuses ofoutside spiritual influence to validate the evil things they
have done should never be around
children. They will only spread the
evil virus offundamentalism into the
next generation.
Lastly, every man and woman

should undergo a psychological
evaluation when they decide to be
parents. Anger management training should be added to the Lamaze
and child nutrition classes they already take. In the end, these sorts of
precautions are not insulting, rather,
they benefit the children, who in the
end are the most important.

Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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Trespass Warning
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If you could be any
flavor of ice cream,
what would it be?

/

Alcohol
May 15, 10:30 a.m.

Public Safety on patrol in the
Pigott parking lot found a nonaffiliate male talking on a cell
phone, drinking alcohol and
vomiting in the bushes. The
male left campus as he was
being given a trespass warning.

Photos by

Jackie Canchola

|

Interviews by Megan Peter

Malicious Mischief
May 16,1:40 a.m.
Public Safety on patrol in the
Student Center found a large
hole in the dry wall that someone triedto cover with a piece
of paper.
Theft Arrest and
Recovery
-

May 18, 3:50 p.m.
A student in the Lynn Collegium reported two non-affiliate males took his book bag.

Public Safety searched the
area and spotted the individuals north of campus. Public
Safety contacted the Se-
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attle Police Department who
caught up to Public Safety
downtown and arrested the
suspects. The property was
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returned to the student.
Malicious Mischief
May 19, 5:15 a.m.
A resident student reported
his roommate urinated on
the room floor and wanted it
cleaned up. Residence janitorial staff was contacted and
the matter was referred to the

rnduct system.
Alcohol / Malicious
Mischief / Trespass
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Warning
May 19, 7:30 p.m.
Staff members from Public
Safety and the Seattle Police Department working at

Quadstock had to contact an

intoxicated male student on

Eee

occasions because he
ntinually left the area, and

entered the Engineering building and broke a wall
clock. The male was trespass
warned from the event. The
matter was forwarded to stu3n

HBekka

Palmer
Designer

"Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
because I am full of surprises."

Fl

|

I Nick Lollini
Editor-in-chief

Brenda Stice
Sports Editor

——0

"Mint Chocolate Chip cuz I stay
fresh with bits of sweetness."

"Samoa Girl Scout
Cookie ice cream."

dent conduct.

H

Two students were found to
have climbed a fence to gain
access to Quadstock. When
contacted, the suspects were
found to be intoxicated and
un-cooperative. The two male
students were escorted from
the event.
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Carey Smith
Designer
-

"Cherry Garcia... maaaaannnn!
No? Yeeaahhh."

Rob LaGatta
News and
Opinion Editor
"Jackie is insane...Mango Mochi
trumps the competition."

1 Megan Peter
Managing Editor
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Trespass Warning
Alcohol
May 19, 7:40 p.m.

"World Class Chocolate because
I am a world class lady."

"Cotton Candy because lam
like summer all the time."
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1 Jackie Canchola
Photo Editor
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"Green Tea Mochi, the
most delicious green blob
to throw in Rob's face"

1 Lauren Padgett
Entertainment
M and Features Editor
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Mike Fehrenbach
Lead Designer

"Lime ice cream, because
I'm just a little bit bitter"

